Advanced Country Analysis and Forecast provides a clear view of the risks and opportunities of doing business worldwide.

- Same-Day Analysis of all significant news, events, and data releases
- Instant, customizable access to historical data and 30-year forecasts
- In-depth country reports spanning the political, economic, legal, tax, operational, and security environments of every country
- Unique, customizable Country Risk Ratings and Sovereign Risk Ratings

**204 COUNTRIES COVERED**


THE POWER OF PERSPECTIVE

ABOUT IHS GLOBAL INSIGHT: IHS Global Insight (www.ihsglobalinsight.com) provides the most comprehensive economic and financial information on countries, regions, and industries available from any source. IHS Global Insight’s immediate and insightful analysis of market conditions and key events enables innovative and successful decision making for clients around the world. IHS Global Insight employs approximately 700 employees in 13 countries.
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Advanced Country Analysis and Forecast provides Same-Day Analysis of world events, allowing you to identify how your business will be affected. The service also provides detailed country reports, proprietary risk ratings, and comprehensive economic forecasts and historical data to help your business assess its investments and future growth.

**Stay Informed of the Latest Developments**
- Same-Day Analysis highlights all business environment and economic performance-related developments worldwide
- Customized E-mail Alerts tailored to your interests
- Topics range from elections to economic data releases, regulatory changes, and security threats
- Tightly structured **Significance** sections highlight forecast and risk implications
- Searchable archive back to 1998
- In-depth Special Reports explore key themes

**Comprehensive Country Reports**
Gain a clear view of the business environment across six major risk areas — political, economic, legal, tax, operational, security — as well as the reasoning behind our forecasts:
- Flexible formats: Excel®, Word®, PDF, as well as hard-copy publications
- Constantly updated content, in line with Same-Day Analysis and forecast releases
- Concise summaries of the latest situation and outlook
- Tightly structured sub-sections covering all factors relevant to foreign investors
- Live data tables integrated with text for immediate access to key indicators

**Two Unique Risk Systems**
IHS Global Insight’s two proprietary risk rating systems are used by businesses globally to identify Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) and financial risks and to build future strategies. Both systems include sophisticated customization and download tools.

**Country Risk Ratings** cover the full range of macro-level issues that determine FDI decision making. Available for all 204 countries, they mirror the six-factor structure of the country reports and allow inter-country and historical comparison.

**Sovereign Risk Ratings** assess the solvency and liquidity of all 204 countries, as well as pertinent economic and political factors. They are unique in their breadth of coverage, the transparency of the scoring system, and the ready comparisons that can be made with the major rating agencies.

**The World Leader in Economic Forecasting and Risk Analysis**
IHS Global Insight is recognized as one of the world’s most accurate forecasting firms in studies conducted by *The Wall Street Journal*, *USA Today*, *The Sunday Times*, and Sweden’s central bank. Subscribers benefit from direct contact with over 325 highly qualified economists and industry analysts who contribute to our macroeconomic forecasting and modeling. IHS Global Insight has a wealth of risk expertise, having managed proprietary models for well over four decades.

**Unparalleled Historical Data and Forecast Coverage**
- Up to 500 indicators per economy, covering national accounts, external accounts, prices, exchange rates, demographics, and financial and monetary indicators
- 30-year forecast horizon with history dating back to the 1970s
- Monthly forecast updates for the top-120 countries and quarterly forecast updates for over 200 countries
- Quarterly and monthly frequency forecasts for the world’s largest economies

**DataInsight-Web: A Market-Leading Data Retrieval Tool**
Quick and intuitive retrieval, formatting, and customization of data from our vast repository of historical data and forecasts:
- Instantly access all data and forecasts
- Drag and drop series selections and output directly to Excel®
- Store customized workbooks for routine data retrieval
- Apply functions and create indices
- Refresh Excel spreadsheets with one click
Advanced Country Analysis and Forecast provides Same-Day Analysis of world events, allowing you to identify how your business will be affected. The service also provides detailed country reports, proprietary risk ratings, and comprehensive economic forecasts and historical data to help your business assess its investments and future growth.

**STAY INFORMED OF THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS**
- Same-Day Analysis highlights all business environment and economic performance-related developments worldwide
- Customized E-mail Alerts tailored to your interests
- Topics range from elections to economic data releases, regulatory changes, and security threats
- Tightly structured Significance sections highlight forecast and risk implications
- Searchable archive back to 1998
- In-depth Special Reports explore key themes

**COMPREHENSIVE COUNTRY REPORTS**
Gain a clear view of the business environment across six major risk areas — political, economic, legal, tax, operational, security — as well as the reasoning behind our forecasts:
- Flexible formats: Excel®, Word®, PDF, as well as hard-copy publications
- Constantly updated content, in line with Same-Day Analysis and forecast releases
- Concise summaries of the latest situation and outlook
- Tightly structured sub-sections covering all factors relevant to foreign investors
- Live data tables integrated with text for immediate access to key indicators

**TWO UNIQUE RISK SYSTEMS**
IHS Global Insight's two proprietary risk rating systems are used by businesses globally to identify Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) and financial risks and to build future strategies. Both systems include sophisticated customization and download tools.

- **Country Risk Ratings** cover the full range of macro-level issues that determine FDI decision making. Available for all 204 countries, they mirror the six-factor structure of the country reports and allow inter-country and historical comparison.
- **Sovereign Risk Ratings** assess the solvency and liquidity of all 204 countries, as well as pertinent economic and political factors. They are unique in their breadth of coverage, the transparency of the scoring system, and the ready comparisons that can be made with the major rating agencies.

**THE WORLD LEADER IN ECONOMIC FORECASTING AND RISK ANALYSIS**
IHS Global Insight is recognized as one of the world’s most accurate forecasting firms in studies conducted by The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, The Sunday Times, and Sweden’s central bank. Subscribers benefit from direct contact with over 325 highly qualified economists and industry analysts who contribute to our macroeconomic forecasting and modeling. IHS Global Insight has a wealth of risk expertise, having managed proprietary models for well over four decades.

**UNPARALLELED HISTORICAL DATA AND FORECAST COVERAGE**
- Up to 500 indicators per economy, covering national accounts, external accounts, prices, exchange rates, demographics, and financial and monetary indicators
- 30-year forecast horizon with history dating back to the 1970s
- Monthly forecast updates for the top-120 countries and quarterly forecast updates for over 200 countries
- Quarterly and monthly frequency forecasts for the world’s largest economies

**DATAINSIGHT-WEB: A MARKET-LEADING DATA RETRIEVAL TOOL**
Quick and intuitive retrieval, formatting, and customization of data from our vast repository of historical data and forecasts:
- Instantly access all data and forecasts
- Drag and drop series selections and output directly to Excel®
- Store customized workbooks for routine data retrieval
- Apply functions and create indices
- Refresh Excel spreadsheets with one click
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